DNA aptamers that bind to MUC1 tumour marker: design and characterization of MUC1-binding single-stranded DNA aptamers.
Agents able to bind tightly and selectively to disease markers can greatly benefit disease diagnosis and therapy. Aptamers are functional molecules, usually DNA or RNA oligonucleotides, with the appropriate sequence and structure to form a complex with a target molecule. MUC1 is a well-known tumour marker present in a variety of malignant tumours and it has been a target of interest for many years. In this work we report the selection of DNA aptamers that bind with high affinity and selectivity to the MUC1 peptides. Combinatorial chemistry techniques based on the SELEX methodology were used for the identification of the specific aptamers. These were selected from an initial library containing a 25-base-long variable region, resulting in 4(25) random sequences of single-stranded DNA molecules, for their ability to bind to synthetic forms of MUC1. Ten rounds of in vitro selection were performed enriching for MUC1 binding. By round ten more than 90% of the pool of sequences consisted of MUC1-binding molecules. Selected aptamer families were cloned, sequenced and found to be unique, sharing no sequence consensus. The binding properties of these aptamers were quantitated by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and surface plasmon resonance, whereas their specificity for MUC1-expressing cancer cells has been validated using fluorescent microscopy. Aptamers offer significant advantages over existing antibody-based recognition procedures in that they offer higher binding affinity (higher retention/reduced dissociation) and specificity to the target (ability to determine variations on the protein target down to single amino acid changes), higher selectivity against mutated protein epitopes and potentially reduced immunogenicity and increased tumour penetration associated with their size.